2018 Child Life Annual Conference

A total of 50+ sessions and more than 60 hours of presentations

SPECIAL OFFER ENDS MAY 6, 2018

SESSION RECORDINGS
Easily and safely share recorded sessions of the 2018 Child Life Annual Conference with your internal office and staff.* Order today and take advantage of our special limited-time offer that expires on May 6, 2018.

ORDER YOUR RECORDINGS NOW!
Benefit from the finest collection of presenters in the industry.

SESSIONS RECORDED AT 2018 CHILD LIFE ANNUAL CONFERENCE***
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<th></th>
<th>PDU ALL ACCESS PASS</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAVE WITH SPECIAL ONSITE PRICING</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Member Pricing</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Non-Member Pricing</td>
<td>$195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW! Playback Now APP Player</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+ Recorded Sessions</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Streaming Access to Sessions (PDU Access)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Access to MP4 Files of Sessions**</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All content and files are copyright protected by ACLP. Files are licensed for individual use only, but may be shared with internal office staff. Only the registrant/purchaser may earn PDUs after successfully taking the quiz. Broadcasting of files via internet or public forum is strictly prohibited.

**Conference content available for access within 24 to 48 hours after the session. 2018 Access available until 12/31/19. 2017 Access available until 12/31/19.

***Recordings subject to change; check the website for updated listing

Access your recordings on the Playback Now app!
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YOUR 2018 CHILD LIFE ANNUAL CONFERENCE PLAYLIST

01 Do the Right Thing: Teaching Ethics in the Academic and Clinical Setting
Michelle Barkdale; Sherwood Burns-Nader

02 Relationships to Retention: Methods for Onboarding New Staff
Katherine Bennett

03 Stressing the Importance of Child Life: A Neurobiological Perspective of Child Life and Implications for Practice
Rachel Schmelzer

04 Building Child Life Programming in Previously Unserved Populations
Analise Lotz; Danielle Blackburn

05 Assessing Children with Special Health Care Needs Perceptions of Health Care
Cara Sisk

06 Making the Most of Medical Play
Amanda Ammons; Christine Kneffley

07 Collaboration for Better Care: Integrating Art and Music Therapy in an Inpatient Child Life Program
Clare Arezina; Margaret Zick; Maria Fazzini

08 Current Research Findings on Child and Parent Communication Preferences for Cancer Diagnosis and Prognosis Disclosure
Katie Beard; Lauren Smith

09 A Labor of Love: Achievements in Program Development
Catherine Nye; Aimee Karas; Jennie Ott

10 Surrounded by Guilt: Unpacking and Unloading the Guilt Carried by Professional Caregivers
Rachel Calvert

11 Change Can Be Good: Making The Switch To A Pod-Based Staffing Model
Sarah Davis; Tracy Hogue; Allison Sharawi; Aleida Guerra

12 Child Life: Moving into New Settings and New Roles
Lisa Ciarocco; Melissa Hicks; Kathleen McCue; Emily Synnott; Denise Matsuyama; Kristen Black

13 Exploring the Known: A Child Life Professional Exchange Program
Kathryn Shamsaz; Carla Oliver; Elana Brewer

14 Child Life in a Politically Charged Environment: A Public Policy Panel Discussion
Nicole Rosburg; Morgan Livingstone; Gloria Mattera; Matthew Wright; Jennifer Fietin

15 Supporting Patients at Risk for Emotional and Behavioral Escalation in a Primary Care Setting
Melanie Hoynoski; Julie Ginsberg; Vicky Scheid

16 Early Childhood Clinic: An Opportunity to Collaborate and Improve Early Intervention Services for Young Patients
Jennifer Harman; Amy Love; Amy Scott

17 Let’s Play with Art: Using the Creative Process as an Assessment and Intervention Tool in Child Life Practice
Joan Alpers

18 Wake Me Up When My Wound Vac Ends: A Case Study of Ongoing Assessments and Collaboration
Katrina Hall

19 A Therapeutic Camp Experience for Adolescent Cancer Survivors
Katie Riley

20 Developing a Path to a Non-Intubated Scoliosis Cast Change
Geri Sehnet

21 Connecting Clinical and Academic Worlds: Cultivating Future Child Life Specialists
Amanda Lockett; Sherwood Burns-Nader

22 Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome: Providing Interventions to Decrease Length of Treatment
Sasha Annis

23 Supporting the Mental Health Population on an Inpatient Pediatric Medical Unit
Emily Steeleman Freeborn; Cynthia DeFrancesco

24 A Psychosocially Inclusive Resident Education Model
Sandra Ganey; Caroline McIntire

25 Giving Voice to the Front Line: Creating a Child Life and Creative Arts Therapies Shared Governance Model
Margaret Zick; Maria Fazzini

26 Designed to Heal: Collaborating with Facilities to Enhance Hospital Environments and Create Custom Play Equipment
Melissa Stover; Donald “scribe” Ross; Rodney Suydam

27 Creating Calm in the Chaos: A Journey to 24/7 Child Life Coverage
Lauren Goroff; Kathryn Ovem

28 Prevalence of ‘Not Applicable’ Scores in The Evaluation Tool for Child Life Interns: A Research Study to Enhance Clinical Assessment Methods
Allison Sohanlal

29 Supporting Hospitalized Adolescents Through Self-Expressive Interventions
Lindsay Dusseau; Hollie Johnson

30 Clinical Ethics: Truth Telling in the Pediatric Hospice Population
Jennifer Fietin

31 So Many Variables, So Little Experience: Learning to Assess the Patient with Psychiatric Concerns
Brittany Ellison; Stefani Williams

32 One Size Does Not Fit All: Creative Solutions to Annual Competency Assessment
Jill Koss; Cara Bozarth

33 Training and Retaining Reliable College Student Volunteers
Erica Sokol; Tami Robinson

34 There’s an App for That: Psychological Preoperative Preparation Through Virtual Reality
Katie Brael

35 Child Life and Telemedicine: Using Technology to Promote Family-Centered Care and Increased Family Involvement at Bedside
Anna Epstein; Meredith Hilderbrand

36 Child Life in Action: Building Community Together with Hospital and Museum Partnerships
Julie Piazza; Andrea Reynolds; Jennifer Gretzema; Catherine Mwai

37 Developing Engaging Activities to Educate New Nurses on Child Life Services
Emily Bradley

38 Helping Children of Adult Patients: A Proactive Interdisciplinary Team Approach
Heather Rossi; Siri Garrett; Patricia Roberts; Joshua Andrzejewski

39 Simulation in Child Life Practice: The Next Generation of Preparation, Education, and Interprofessional Collaboration
Hilary Woodward; Jessica Kirsch; Brianna O’Connell; Kristin Diezel

40 A Multihospital Perspective on Integrating Facility Dogs and Animal Assisted Therapy into Clinical Practice
Ali Spike; Kizzy Marco; Jana Stockwell; Sarah Herbek

41 It’s a Small World After All: How Two Child Life Specialists are Working to Expand the World of Child Life
Rachel Werner; Courtney Moreland

42 A Visual Journey: the Therapeutic Nature of Photography
Aimee Nelson; Ashley Wunderlich; James Bovin

43 Cultivating the Supervisor Identity: Connecting a Developmental Approach with Child Life Students
Jacob Wheatley

44 Making a Good Impression: How to Confidently Create Meaningful Memories
Katie Brazel

45 Creating a Journal Club to Bridge the Gap Between Research and Practice
Maryse Deslauriers; Manon Rollin

46 Bridging the Gap Between Generations in the Healthcare Setting to Build Synergy and Strong Teams
Joan McGearry; Julia O’Neill; Rebecca Combs; Bethany Aney

47 Integrating Child Life Services in Clinical Research
Melissa Haun; Christi Dady; Elizabeth Franck Thomas

48 Social Media and Self-exploration: Perspectives From Adolescent Oncology Patients on Navigating Illness and Identity in a Digital Era
Sarah Davis; Samantha Toohey

49 All Teach, All Learn: The Ins and Outs of Psychosocial Simulation Training
Barbra Rudder; Stephanie Easley

50 Stepping It Up: The Development of a Clinical Ladder Program
Cathleen Johnson; Sarah Beth Gray

51 Are we there yet? Finding joy in YOUR journey
Ashley Kane

52 Beyond the Prep Book: Creating a Social Narrative Collection for Patient Preparation
Kristin Diezel; Andrea Lerude; Carrie Mauras
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Your Email Address and Our Privacy Policy Your email address is your user name for your online access. It is also used for ordering and shipping confirmation and notices about new programs. We will not sell or rent your name, mailing address, email address or phone number to any other person or company.

FAQ

How soon will I have access to my presentations?
After you place your order, you will receive an email from Playback ACLP which includes your login information to access your Playback account. Once you log in, you will have access to stream your recordings as soon as they are available. Most sessions will be available 24-48 hours after they occur. To access your online recordings, you MUST always login to your account.

When will I have access to the handouts or reference materials?
Presenter handouts will be available online 7-10 days after the conference.

What is the fastest way to access my presentations?
The PlayBackNow Mobile App is the way to keep you on track. Access your lectures anywhere and on any mobile device. Go to the APP Store and download the PlayBack Now APP Today.

What is streaming?
Streaming-only requires constant internet access to receive the presentations.

How long do I have access to my content?
The 2018 Streaming Pass gives you access until 12/31/19.

Can I share the educational content?
This product is licensed for individual or internal office use only. ACLP retains the entire ownership of all copyrights for the content. You are not allowed to duplicate or distribute any content or files, for any purposes, outside your immediate offices or internal staff. You are prohibited from making collective or derivative works from the content. You may not assign or sublicense your rights without the prior written permission of ACLP. Any attempt by you to assign or sublicense your rights without ACLP’s permission shall be void.

The materials contained within are protected by copyright pursuant to U.S. copyright laws, international conventions and treaties, and other copyright laws.

Professional Development Units (PDUs)
Conference attendees receive Professional Development Units (PDUs) necessary for recertification for the Certified Child Life Specialist (CCLS) designation. Full-Conference registration for Child Life Annual Conference includes opportunities to earn up to 16.5 PDUs with the completion of the Poster quiz. An additional 6 PDUs may be earned by attending intensives on Thursday. For more information on how PDUs are calculated, visit the Certification section of the ACLP website.